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Characters True or false
Circle the 4 true statements about each character.
Name ________________________________ Date ______________

Amal

Raining

Dr. Heinfeld

loved learning about art
and clay

Interested in Ojibwe
history and culture

sweet and helpful

worried for her father

recognized the man from
the amusement park flyer

framed Dr. Farah and
tried to fire him

wanted to travel in
space

thought Commander
John Herrington was 17

gave doughnuts to
people

liked her hijab with gold
stars the best

11 years old

sold the Bat-Wing plans
to Francis

texted friends when she
needed help

went to school on
Saturday

ate Jimmy’s muffin

lived in New Orleans her
whole life

Interested in good and
bad USA history

erased the surveillance
tape

13 years old

could not get in
museums for free

helped Mr. Janvic solve

Amal’s new friend

paid for the 4 friends to
go to Flying Funland

would not wear jeans
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Draw and write about whether or not you would like to travel
in space. What is the most time you could spend in space?
How many people would be on your space team? Where
would you land?
Directions: Draw a picture and write a paragraph about your idea.
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ACROSS
2. place to show information to the public
4. very polite in a way that shows respect
9. building + curved ceiling to project space images

DOWN
1. workable or capable of something
3. flyer with photos about a place to visit
5. secret and quiet
6. study of planets, stars, and space
7. someone who gives money or goods
8. someone who travels in space
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